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QUESTION 1

A customer\\'s product catalog database contains approximately 50000 individual product SKUs. The 

catalog is updated quarterly. 

The customer needs the load on database servers to be minimized. 

Which technique should a developer use to meet the customer\\'s needs? 

A. a preceding load statement when loading the product catalog quarterly from the customer\\'s database 

B. the BUFFER statement when loading the product catalog quarterly from the customer\\'s database 

C. a mapping table when loading the product catalog quarterly from the customer\\'s database 

D. a QVD file to store the product catalog quarterly from the customer\\'s database 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A designer needs to create a chart displaying the number of patients currently checked into a hospital by 

age group. 

What is the appropriate Dimension for the chart? 

A. number of patients 

B. checked-in status 

C. hospital 

D. age group 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer needs an application to reload in a short time period. The source tables are log files that are 

appended to on a daily basis. 

Which performance tuning option should a developer use? 

A. the QVD files to store the source tables 

B. the Partial Reload command with the append option 

C. the Load prefix Buffer with the incremental option 
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D. the Load prefix Buffer and set the Keep Outdated QVD Buffers in the Document Properties 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

A customer has multiple bar charts comparing different metrics. All charts contain a single Expression all with the
Dimension CustomerlD The charts are sorted by Y-Value Descending. Some Customers have Y-Values of zero for
some metrics and not others. How can the designer show the same color bar for a single CustomerlD in all the charts? 

A. Properties > Colors and then define colors 1 - 6 with specific RGB values 

B. Properties > Colors and then check the Multicolored and Persistent Colors checkboxes 

C. Properties > Visual Cues and then set the Upper and Lower colors using specific RGB values 

D. Properties > Presentation and then define the Error Bars colors with a specific RGB value 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

Which action should a developer perform on a table to reduce required memory and optimize the application? 

A. convert numeric fields into text fields using the Text function 

B. combine multiple fields into one complex field, reducing the number of fields per table 

C. make all numeric fields a fixed length by left padding with leading 0\\'s using the Num function 

D. split out a single complex field into multiple fields reducing the number of distinct values per field 

Correct Answer: D 
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